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HOW VIRTUAL REALITY AND AUGMENTED REALITY
ARE UPGRADING THE FOOD AND DINING SCENE
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VR and AR to the fore at SubliMotion in Ibiza, Spain | Photo Credit: SubliMotion
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Dining at SubliMotion is said to be a mind-blowing multi-sensory experience. Touted to be the
most expensive restaurant, SubliMotion in Ibiza, Spain, is the brainchild of 2-Michelin-star chef
Paco Roncero. A typical meal at SubliMotion is 20 courses long, lasts three hours and costs
upwards of $2,000 per person. Diners experience everything from a video intro that diners
describe as akin to time-travelling amid 360-degree projections. Sounds like something out of
The Jetsons.
SubliMotion, to put it succinctly, is the perfect example of how technology, on so many levels,
has pervaded the food industry. In fact, the very vernacular around dining has evolved because
of it; at these establishments, you are no longer considered a mere ‘diner’, but a consumer, as
you’re immersed in these experiences.
Don’t worry though, you don’t need to break the bank to experience the magical duet of
technology and food.
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Closer home, you have Loft, a Zee5 Experience, with its host of cafés across multiple Indian
cities, and its proud use of gadgetry to pull in diners. They have everything from Xbox and
PlayStation consoles to a smoothie cycle (you’ve got to pedal the cycle to power the blender that
makes your smoothie) to keep diners engaged. These are ways to engage consumers in more
ways than one, points out Ali Zaidi, business head at Loft. He continues, “With the consumer
attention span getting leaner by the day, it becomes very important to keep them occupied. One
of the most effective ways for us to introduce this novel experience in our cafés was through the
infusion of technology and games into our offerings.” Loft also conducts game nights at an outlet
level and hosts a gamut of workshops and events.
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While tablets and iPods might not generate much interest, there are restaurant owners who’re
upping the ante with interactive tables. Mumbai-based Drinx Exchange’s interactive tables allow
diners to tap the table for everything from cricket scores to paying the bill. The screen also gives
them offers on drinks available at the bar. At Chennai’s Robot restaurant, robots have replaced
waiters, as the droids move around the restaurants speaking to diners and carrying trays of food
to respective tables. At Robo Kitchen in Hyderabad, robots simply deliver your food while
waiters take your order.
The Beer Café, which has branches across multiple Indian cities, has been using technology for
quite some time now to keep their diners engaged. With Brew Miles that diners can rack up on
their app, to URBAR which allows them to access a virtual bar, the café has been playing the
technology game right. Diners can pay ahead for a set amount of their favourite beverages and
use the app to scan the QR code at any Beer Café to get served.
Technology has been making its presence felt even at franchised and budget restaurants, with
simple things like tablet devices and iPods being used for everything from browsing menus, to
taking orders and feedback. Then there’s Dash, a tool that lets diners taste, or rather
experience, the food even before they’ve ordered it at a restaurant. Sounds impossible. Monica
Narula, who headed food programming at NDTV for several years and the brain behind Dash,

says that the idea to create 15-second videos (or ‘fideos’) of dishes being served at restaurants
came about when, “people expected me to know everything about every dish just because I was
into food programming”. That’s when she along with two other colleagues, Gunjan Mehrish and
Noopur Tiwari decided to create “trailers of food offered at restaurants.”
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“These videos take them through the complexities of creating a dish, the flavours and textures
one can expect, and also throws in trivia related to the food. It works as food porn,” says Monica,
“In that sense, Dash is not an app, it’s an appetiser.” In the three years since its launch, Dash is
now being used by over 40 brands, including Taj, Marriott, ITC, Mamagoto and Dhaba.An
interesting trivia? Dash as an idea impressed Ratan Tata so much that he became a seed
investor in the company.
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Along similar lines, but making use of Augmented Reality (AR) is Yeppar. Launched in 2016, the
company began designing menus using AR for restaurants across the country. Today, with over
200 restaurants on board across India, Lisbon, Shanghai and UAE, Yeppar provides diners a
realistic image of what their food will be like. “We’re all about integrating AR in experiential
marketing. Our AR menus help people visualise what a dish will look like at a restaurant,” says
Ankush Sharma, CEO of Yeppar. “Often, you read about a dish on the menu, but despite the
description, what one gets might be very different from what one expects. Since you can’t really
return food once ordered, it helps to be able to visualise it before you order. Yeppar provides
diners a 3D image of the food, ingredients, nutritional value and also what to pair it with to help
them arrive at a decision.”
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Ankush believes that one of the biggest challenges faced by retail these days is not the quality
of products, but how to best engage customers. “Technology excites people and can offer a lot
of gimmicks. Earlier restaurants would have live ghazals; that might be passé now. But given the
technology-driven world we live in, it is the perfect way to provide people with a wholesome
experience.”
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Then there are the drones. In December last year, Zomato acquired TechEagle, a Lucknowbased drone startup, to help it create a “hub-to-hub delivery network powered by hybrid multimotor drones”. A couple of weeks ago, they also successfully tested this technology. The drone
could cover a distance of five kilometres at a speed of 80 kilometres per hours with a payload of
five kilograms. The test was carried out as per DGCA norms. The drone has inbuilt sensors and
an onboard computer to sense and avoid hurdles. It is also capable of taking off vertically like a
helicopter.
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If all goes well, the next time you order food, you’ll have a drone hovering outside your door.
Don’t forget to give it a five-star rating!
Please enter a valid email address.
Massachusetts startup Alaka’i has designed a flying car - Skai - that the company touts as the
“first air mobility vehicle powered by hydrogen fuel
The Chinese smartphone manufacturer’s latest offering performs as good and, at times, better
than its counterparts while costing way lesser
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